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Winter care
Rain has come to Capay Hills Orchard at last. A slightly damp December (one inch of rain) was followed
by a rather wet January. At the writing of this newsletter, almost eight inches of rain have fallen, most of
them in just the past week-and-a-half. However, even an El Nino rain season won’t end the California
drought. We need several years of average or above-average rainfall amounts to end the drought.

N o t e s F ro m t h e N u t

Organic farmers are required to conduct soil and foliar
nutrient tests before they elect to apply a material to the trees.
In the late fall and winter , we have a detailed, timed schedule
(in sync with various stages of bud and leaf development) of
spray applications to address our nutrient needs and disease/
pest prevention. The air blast sprayer we use is an expensive
machine which operates off the tractor and puts out a fine mist
of the material diluted with water. The leaf stomata and the
buds (future blossoms) absorb the nutrients. It is a common misconception that spraying always denotes a
synthetic material. Organic orchards use sprayers like the one pictured to broadcast only organic-certified
materials. Our multi-stage spray program covers fungal and bacterial disease prevention with zinc sulfate,
copper, and lime, and micronutrients such as boron, nitrogen, and zinc. Our cover crop this year is purely
vetch (an excellent nitrogen-fixer), inoculated with mycorrhizae, a beneficial fungi.
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Energy efficiency

Capay

In our continuous effort to reduce our energy use and save money, we applied for and were awarded a
grant by the USDA for the Rural Energy for America Program (REAP), a part of the 2014 Farm Bill.
We were one of 544 winners of the grant, after submitting a rather comprehensive proposal. The grant
helped us to install a 15 KW solar system in the summer of 2015, which will provide 25,696 KW of
annual energy production to cover most of the cost of running the irrigation well. According to the
REAP website, “This program helps increase American energy independence by increasing the private
sector supply of renewable energy and decreasing the demand for energy through energy efficiency improvements. Over time, these investments can also help lower the
cost of energy costs for small businesses and agricultural producers.”
We have also received a great honor by being
certified for the Homegrown by Heroes label.
This label recognizes the diligent service veterans have given to the country through their years
in military service and which now continues
through providing quality food for the nation.
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Sweet secret
Today we have a sweet secret to share with you from your
head almond farmer. Brian is pretty serious about eating
healthy, but those who know him well know he has a HUGE
sweet tooth, inherited from his mother. So how does that fit in
to eating healthy? Well everybody knows that an occasional
indulgence is all right. Especially when it uses raw, organic
ingredients. Recently, Alicia discovered a cookie recipe for
almond butter chocolate chip cookies made with our almond
butter! Some of you may also be excited to hear they are gluten
-free, and anyone can make them; they only have five ingredients! Not to mention that they
are soft, sweet, and absolutely outstanding! They even satisfied Brian (who was a little skeptical at first)! So we have decided to share this recipe with you (we made ours without the peanuts). We hope you enjoy it as much as we do!
http://sallysbakingaddiction.com/2014/01/03/almond-butter-chocolate-chip-cookies/

Why buy organic?
The USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service defines organic farming like this:
“Organic farming is an ecologically-based system that relies on preventative practices for
weed, insect, and disease problems; uses non-toxic methods to manage problems if they
arise; and improves the natural resources of the land, including soil and water quality.”
Throughout history farmers have been challenged by several aspects of farming, but most
notably weed control, soil health, irrigation, and insect and disease control. The first farmers
were probably not organic by today’s standards, but they were certainly far closer to organic
farming than today’s “conventional farmers”. Sometime around the 1800’s and increasingly
after World War II, farmers were attracted to cheap fertilizers made from inorganic chemical
compounds because they seemed to increase yields and control the issues. However, these
fertilizers and pesticides created issues such as soil compaction, erosion, and infertility, along
with creating health concerns about toxic chemicals entering the food supply. We know
about these drawbacks today, and some farmers like myself are addressing these concerns by
following an organic protocol.

Top to bottom: spurs on a dormant
tree; a view of the back orchard in
late January; a tired owl from our
owl boxes found a place to rest.

Farmers are not required to be certified organic unless they use the USDA Organic logo.
Certification requires money, but I believe it is important because it reassures the consumer
that the product they are eating was farmed according to National Organic Program (NOP
standards. Some organic farmers say they are organic, but unless you know them and how
they farm or they are certified, they may not be as organic as you think. Certification requires
much record keeping and proof of organic practices. Some farmers are not willing to hassle
with it. So, simply put, buying organic food typically means buying food that was produced
safely and with care. Buying food from an organic farmer you know adds immense accountability and assurance that your food is safe and sustainable.

